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the fourth place, and the second to the third place, before the new 
element injected to the second place. Maintaining a list in this way 
would be inefficient both in time and resource allocation. 

To address the problem arise with implicitly ordering list, there is 
another alternative way to explicitly show the order of a list. This 
kind of method known as linked list. Each part of a linked list 
consists of the data and the address of the next element. Thus, if 
one has located the address of the first element, he would be able to 
determine every other element consecutively through the end. A 
representation of a linked list is shown on the next figure. 
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Figure 3. Linked list representation 

Linked list data structure can be implemented using array or 
pointer. In both case, a class should be prepared to save data and 
the next address. 

3. COMPUTER AIDED LEARNING 
o\s been predicted by Baldwin and Down in Education Technology 
a Engineering ( 1981 ), the cost of technology in education process 
"!XNI has been too little to be ever put into consideration. Thus, the 
:ssue right now is not whether an educational technology is 
rifordable, but it is how to exploit it in an appropriate manner. 

:be term Computer Aided Learning, or CAL in short, by itself 
!0\lers both the educational parts in which the teacher set up and 
::rganize some teaching materials, and the technological parts in 

·ch a software and a computer used to aid the whole learning 
::ocess. CAL typically aimed for some ambitions such as to cut 
~'Tl costs (by efficit:ntly decrease the investments for other 
.rzching materials and teacher working hours), to enhance the 
£Zning experience by closing gaps between theory and practice, 
led to serve the broaden coverage area. 

:.eddi in Educational Multimedia, A Handbook for Teacher
:Jeo.-elopers (2003), describe multimedia in our world today as a 
:::xnpilation of text, graphic art, sound, animation and video 
Dcnents. Whereas an interactive multimedia is a multimedia 
~ which allow the alteration of presentation by the end user, 

cxher words, the end user are able to change 'what' to be 
-;rr:sented, 'when' is the time to presented, and ' how' is the 
-:RSentation. 

~.x popularity of games development nowadays can be used as an 
a:Xation on how multimedia presentation would be accepted in 
~tion world. Multimedia technology offer richer and clearer 
~tation, moreover the presentation looks better and could gain 
"CICire interest from the students. 

;-ing said that, multimedia technology offer a better way to 
=late process which hard to be presented in traditional way via 
';UCh and text only. This simulation would give a better 
.::;:bnation and Jet it stay longer in the memory. 

-. Ai~AL YSIS OF THE PROBLEM 
-::T.!rds the low percentage of the number of students who fully 
z::anplished the data structure subjects, a study has been made to 

oct the root problems behind those results. The examination 

has been conducted through a survey to some previous students. 
Some conclusion regarding the root cause of the problems has been 
drawn after the completion of the survey, those conclusions were: 

I . Students don't have enough motivation towards the subject. 
This problem arises because this subject has been gained its 
reputation as one of the killer subject. Previous alumni used 
to address this subject as hard and difficult. This kind of 
addressing would inevitably lower the motivation of the 
student even before they ever have a touch of the subject 
itself. And this assumption is aggravated once they step in to 
the class and learn some early topics of this subject (one of 
them was the topic about List). 

2. Student's background knowledge makes him/her incapable to 
picture the process behind some topics. Thus they hardly 
understand the explanation about the process. 

3. Some topics are considered prerequisite for other topics. 
Therefore the failure to handle one topic can devastate the 
chance to understand another topic. One topic related to this 
matter is List. 

5. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
Based on investigation on the recent learning activities as stated 
above, a design for new presentation of"List" has been proposed. 
In addressing the lack of motivation problems, this presentation 
should be interesting enough and promote the clear concise 
explanation regarding the topic. Considering the difficulty of the 
student to picture the background process of the topic, this 
presentation should provide a step by step simulation of the 
process. 

The presentation of the List topic is started by the general 
explanation of list. After a brief introduction with the list, then the 
student would be conducted through two different paths one at a 
time. The first part is the presentation of the sequential storage for 
the implicit presentation of list order. The next part is created as an 
explanation for the linked list as an alternative way to construct a 
list. The linked list part is separated again into two sections, which 
are the usage of array for linked list and the usage of pointer for 
linked list. 








